Effects of intra- and intersubunit hydrogen bonds on the R-T transition in human hemoglobin as studied with alpha 42(C7) and beta 145(HC2) mutations.
To clarify the effects of specific inter- and intrasubunit hydrogen bonds on the R-T transition in human hemoglobin (Hb A), the recombination reaction of carbon monoxide with artificial mutant Hbs was measured and analyzed. One of the hydrogen bonds we focused on is formed between Tyr-42 alpha and Asp-99 beta in the alpha 1-beta 2 interface of Hb A, which is one of the hydrogen bonds characteristic of the T state. Hb His-42 alpha, in which Tyr-42 alpha is replaced by His to perturb this hydrogen bond, showed that the ligand-free R to T transition rate was decreased by 20-fold compared with that for Hb A. This mutation caused the destabilization of the transition state in the R to T quaternary structure change by about 7 kJ mol-1, indicating that the hydrogen bond between Tyr-42 alpha and Asp-99 beta plays a definite role in the R-T transition as well as in stabilization of the equilibrium T state. Hb Phe-145 beta, in which Tyr-145 beta is replaced by Phe and the intrasubunit hydrogen bond between Tyr-145 beta and Val-98 beta is lacking, also showed a slow R-T transition rate as observed in Hb His-42 alpha. The published crystallographic data suggest that this intrasubunit hydrogen bond stabilizes the transition state by reducing the freedom of motion of the C-terminus of the beta subunit and, thereby, facilitates the R-T transition.